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In recent papers M. Sugawara has constructed a theory of auto-
morphic functions of higher dimensions, as a generalization of Poincar6’s
theory). He has considered the space t(), whose points are symmetric
matrices of order n with the property E()-Z’Z> 0, and defined the

displacements in N( as follows" Let U= UaU2 be a matrix of

order 2n satisfying the conditions U’JU=J, USU=S, where J=

:()/ Then the transformation W=
(UZ+ U)(UZ/ U)- is called a displacement in (). In the classical
case n= 1, as is well known, the transformations of the type described
above exhaust all the one-to-one analytic transformations which map
() into itsfelf. Then arises the problem" Does this fact remain
true in our general case ? In what follows this problem will be dis-
cussed for the spaces (,) and I(,)). The answer is affirmative except
for (,). As in the classical case we are led to this result by an
analogue to Schwarz’s lemma in higher dimensions.

1. The set of all matrices of type (n,m) shall be denoted by
}:(n, m).

Theorem 1. If a mapping f of 91(.) into itself satisfies the con-
ditions (1) f(aA/B)=.f(A)//f(B), (a,/ being complex numbers)
(2) according as the ranl of Z is 1 or 2, the rank of the image f(Z)
is 1 or 2, then the mapping f can be written in the following form
f(Z) AZB, when n m f(Z) AZB or AZ’B, when n m. Here A
and B are non-singular constant matrices of orders n and m respec-
tively.

Proof. We shall denote the matrix units by E" the (a,/)-element
of E is equal to 1 and the other elements are all zeroes. For brevity
let us call that a matrix A has the iorm (a) or (b), according as A
can be written in the form A=-aE or A=aE, where a,

a=l =1
are numbers. Now, by the condition (2), there exist non-singular matrices
A and B (of orders n and ) such that Af(E)B=Em Then
Af(E)B(i 1) has the form (a) or (b). For, if we put Af(E)B=
,cE for a fixed i, we have, by the condition (2), cc-cc=O
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